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Fall Rally is Sept 11-14-2019 in Superior Wi, so now is
time to send your registration. Rally fee is $40.00 per person which includes two breakfasts
& one evening meal.

Camping rate is $40 for a week; includes water &electric. Dump station is on site. Do not
contact the fairgrounds for reservations. Make your reservations directly with Pat. Pay
for camping when you arrive.
Things are falling into place for the Fall Rally activities:
Cirrus Airplane Factory is awaiting notification of how many on taking the tour. For those
that have not heard about this Aircraft it is built with a attached parachute. “They tell me it is
a very safe plane to fly” Pat says.
There will be seminars on topics for the guys. For the ladies; there will be a tea and craft activities.

Try your hand at some geocaching.
Plus, there are some surprises in store…I know you will be glad you made the trip.
Hope to see you in September in Wisconsin.
if any questions call 715-817-6872. Email is N9hnvw@aol.com
Looking forward to seeing you all .73 Pat N9jix
https://rvradionetwork.com/RallyApp.php
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Superior Wisconsin
Are you in the 1/3 of the US
that is only 500 miles away…
according to
https://
www.wisconsinhistory.org/
Records/Article/CS2906
Check it out for more fun facts
about Wisconsin

Geocaching
Ever try finding pirate treasure when you were really young?
That is what geocaching is...finding a hidden treasure with a map (and now with
GPS). So, no, it’s not usually a big chest of loot...in fact some types of geocaches
only have a logbook. Some do have a little trinket and ask that you replace it with
a little something when you find it. Some you take a photo...some have clues to
find other locations. Check out www.geocaching.com they call it the world’s largest treasure hunt. Here’s a guide www.geocaching.com/guide to the basics.
Some guidelines from https://www.rei.com/learn/expert-advice/gpsgeocaching.html
• Do not place caches on private land without permission or in national parks or
wilderness areas at all. Maintain a "tread softly" & Leave No Trace philosophy.
• Do not cross private property without permission to reach a geocache
• Do not include offensive or inflammatory material in a cache
• Don't expose the hiding spot to others. When you find a geocache, quickly
move it away from the site before examining it.
• It's good form to sign the register to let the geocache owner know of your visit. Afterwards, go online to geocaching.com to record your visit there as well.
• Always exchange trinkets (also called "trade items") with those of equal or
greater value. Leave the cache better than you found it.
• Travel bugs are different than trade items. Sometimes called "hitchhikers,"
these are often intended to travel the world. They are OK to take as long as you
promise to put it in another geocache. Be sure to log the travel bug number
online so its owner can trace its travels.
• Once you're done with the geocache, return it exactly where you found it. Resist the temptation to find a better or more complicated spot.
Try your hand at the fall rally...wonder what Pat has in there!!?
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LET’S SAVE OUR RALLIES
If you research the old newsletters on our website you will find that some
of the rallies in the 80’s and 90’s approached 100 rigs in attendance!
Times change, RV’s got bigger and more expensive, and rally attendance
dropped over time. In 2000-2001 some rallies were still drawing more
than 50 rigs. Through the rest of that decade attendance typically ran between 25 and 40 rigs. The end of that decade brought a huge down-turn
in RVing everywhere. RV sales dropped, manufacturers went bankrupt or
started cutting corners (and quality), fuel prices shot up, and our rally attendance fluctuated –downward. Toward the end of the decade the Rally
Reports found on our website don’t shed a lot of light on those later rallies
except to note that the general meetings often had discussions about how
to increase attendance.
Then came the 2010’s. The highest 3 attendances in this decade were between 20 – 25 rigs. The rest all had fewer than 20 rigs in attendance including several where attendance was in single digits! And there were 3
consecutive years when there was only one rally instead of the 2 we are
supposed to have each year. Undoubtedly some of the decline is due to a
decrease in membership over the same decade, but membership has been
on a dramatic upward trend over the last 2 years and the highest rally attendance over the last 2 years was 10 rigs!
During the last 2 years we had 2 Rally Surveys in an attempt to get a clear
picture of what YOU want to have at RV Radio Network rallies. For the
2019 spring rally we implemented as many of the suggestions as we could
having several catered meals as well as a pot-luck meal, a flea market, an
indoor meeting room, an outdoor pavilion, full hook-up sites, seminars,
special event station, lots of touristy things to see in the area as well as a
list of great tours, and we were an ARRL Specialty Convention!. But in the
end, we had 4 RVs and one couple in a motel for a total of 8 members present. There were more visitors from local hams than we had members attending the rally!
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HOW DO WE FIX THIS?
Obviously the surveys did not work. We need information directly from
YOU. Instead of asking specific questions on a survey, I am asking
members to send your suggestions to the RVRN Advisory Board (AB)
via email to board@rvradionetwork.com. By the time you read this I
hope to also have an anonymous suggestion box on the website. In order to prevent postings by spammers it will require you to be logged in
but it will not record your User-ID. Comments posted there will go to
the AB as well. Please use these methods to let us know what we can
do to put the RV back into RV Radio Network activities.
One thing we have frequently heard is that you want rallies to be in
YOUR area. We DO want to accommodate that request, but someone
has to do the local leg-work to find a location, and describe the
campground and local attractions. That is typically a RALLY HOST. We
have not had any success at finding a rally host in YOUR area! Please
consider hosting a rally. It is not really difficult and we can provide
guidance and help, both in finding a location and in organizing the rally.
If you have questions you can contact me directly using the email link
on the roster, or the form on the contacts page.
Please help us bring back the great rallies of years gone by.
Thanks,
K4HM – Hank
RVRN Deputy Net Manager
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Deputy’s Docket
(The

Deputy Net Managers “to-do” list)

RV Radio Network Evening HF Net:
With only 4 regular NCOs, the net is still in need of a few additional Net
Control Operators. Band conditions seem to have improved somewhat
over the last 6 months but are still nothing like we would like to see. In
spite of that our NCOs manage to have successful nets with a respectable
number of check-ins thanks to all of Fred’s crew and also to all the relay
stations that assist each evening.
Thursday Evening Echolink Net:
This net meets at 8:00 PM Central time each Thursday evening on the
W3TOM-R repeater. The repeater is owned by long time RV Radio Network
member, ARRL Atlantic Division Director, Tom Abernethy, W3TOM. The net
is growing as word spreads and we have picked up a few participants who
are not (yet) club members. We even had a DX station check in one evening. We are pleased to provide a venue where members who are unable to
participate in the HF net can still experience participation in an RVRN net
and keep up with our current events.
Online Payment for Dues:
We have now fully implemented online payments via PayPal. Applying for
membership used to require printing an application and filling it out by
hand, sending it via snail mail to the Treasurer who then had to take it to
the bank and wait for the check to clear. This often took a week or more
from start to finish. Now applications can be done right on the website and
payment sent to the Treasurer via PayPal within minutes. The treasurer
can transfer the funds to the bank right from his keyboard. There is still
some manual process required of the Treasurer to create a new member
profile in the database but even that has been streamlined with software.
The result is that memberships can be processed much more quickly,
sometimes within a day.
The Membership Renewal page has also been reworked and you can now
access the page, and pay dues, via PayPal - even if your dues are expired.
Also a Rally Application using PayPal is now available for use. If the rally
host has a PayPal account the rally fee can be paid as a PayPal direct transfer to the rally host avoiding any PayPal fees.
Club Logo on Apparel:
Members have often asked about availability of apparel containing the RV
Radio Network logo. At the fall 2018 rally the Advisory Board recommended making arrangements for members to individually order apparel with
our logo at any time rather than the club placing bulk orders every few
(Continued on page 7)
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(Continued from page 6)

years. This resulted in creation of the “RV RADIO NETWORK STORE” on
the Cafe` Press website. Members can now order items by using the link
on our website. There are several items available now and more can easily
be added if members request them. Although the store was announced,
and the link put on the website several months ago, there do not seem to
have been any orders placed to date. I would like to get feedback from
anyone who buys, or has bought apparel from this site.
Documentation and Communication:
When I accepted the Deputy Net Manager position I pledged to improve
communications and provide better access to our policies and documents.
There is still work to be done here, but as I reflect on the nearly 2 years
since then, here are some highlights of what has already been done. We
now have nearly every Network News that was ever published indexed on
the Members Only page – a huge Thank You goes to Hal Cummings,
KJ4TD, for providing me with hard copies of the old newsletters. We also
have other old documents, many of which are available on the “About” web
page which has information about the organization, especially our roots
and early history. I am still adding content to this page as I find bits and
pieces of old news. We also have a bulletin board where members can exchange messages in an open forum manner. And of course the addition of
the Echolink net provides another member to member communications
link. We also added an email link that allows any member to send email to
the entire Advisory Board by sending email to board@rvradionetwork.com.
Each AB member will automatically get a copy of email sent to that address. And we had 2 Rally Surveys designed to get our members opinion
of what makes a good rally. A few other ideas were tried but were dropped
due to low response. Overall I think we have made a good start, but there
is still work to be done, especially in documenting our history, and Standard Operating Procedures, and making them available. If you have any old
documents I would love to receive a copy of them.
73 es Happy Trails,
K4HM – Hank
RVRN Deputy Net Manager
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Net Manager's Report
Hello to all, I hope everyone is enjoying the Summer.
The Fall 2019 Rally will be held in
Superior Wisconsin Sept 11-14.
Camping for the week will be a flat
$40.00 - so you can stay the entire
week for the same price as 4 days – includes water and electric with a nice
dump station on site
The Rally Fee will be $40.00 per person covering 3 breakfasts and 1 evening meal.
A tour of the Cirrus Aircraft factory (that makes an airplane
with a whole plane parachute for safety). in Duluth, MN
Other events will be a tea and crafts for the ladies, and
seminars. Geocaching, a flea market and other plans are
being finalized.

A Happy Hour will be held each afternoon. Hope to see
you there! We will see that you have a great time.
73 Pat N9JIX
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Sam KG9NG traveled to Tennessee in June to
run communications and a special event station
The event is the National Speleological Society http://caves.org/
annual convention this year in Cookville, TN from June 17 - 21,
2019. http://nss2019.subworks.com/
There is a special event station K4C http://www.arrl.org/specialevent-stations Look up K4C or see in QST.

I am the past chair of the communications & electronics section
of the NSS and will be chief operator of K4C this year. There are
normally about 10 NSS hams members at convention each year.
The photo attached is from 2017 in New Mexico.
73
Sam KG9NG
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EchoLink Net

The RV Radio Network EchoLink officially launched the first week of
January, 2019 on the W3TOM-R Repeater thanks to the generosity of the
repeater owner, RV Radio Network member and ARRL Atlantic Division Director, Tom Abernethy, W3TOM, in Accokeek, MD. Participation has grown
steadily and more than 30 different stations have checked in over the last
6 months with a typical net session having 8-12 stations participating. Some of the regular EchoLink net participants are also regular
check-ins on the HF net, but for many of the participants Echolink is the
only way they can participate in RV Radio Network nets.
A typical check-in on an HF net is a quick weather report and a few words
about your day and you're done, unless someone breaks in for a quick
"contact" to ask you a question. On the EchoLink net we try to be a bit
more conversational and operate in a round-table fashion for at least 2
rounds of comments. This facilitates questions and answers being passed
around in a more leisurely mode. And sometimes net participants hang
around for some good old fashioned rag chew time when the net is over
and we "return the repeater back to regular amateur use".
Of course 2 meter FM operation is intrinsically different than HF SSB operation. FM repeaters don't have the QRN and QSB that are common on SSB,
so voices are more natural sounding and more easily understood. Operationally, the biggest difference for repeater nets is probably the "Time-OutTimer" (TOT). Most repeaters have a timer that limits the length of time
the transmitter can remain keyed in a single continuous transmission. When a continuous received signal lasts longer than the TOT setting,
the repeater stops transmitting until the received signal is no longer detected. While the repeater is timed-out users will just hear silence - the
repeater is basically off the air. Once the received signal drops, the TOT
resets and the repeater typically transmits some indication that it has reset
and is again ready for use. The TOT is typically set for around 3-4
minutes, but owners of busier repeaters often use shorter TOT settings in
an effort to discourage longer transmissions, especially during drive
times. If a savvy user wants to talk longer yet avoid timing out the repeater they will often pause and un-key for a few seconds to reset the TOT,
then resume their discourse.
For nets on an EchoLink repeater, many participants are connecting via the
internet rather than a local RF connection. When an Echolink repeater
"times out", it also drops the internet connections and users of those connections will have to re-initiate a connection to the repeater. This sometimes confuses new participants but we explain this at the beginning of
each net. The EchoLink client for Windows includes an optional transmittimer that limits the length of the your transmissions. Setting this timer in

(Continued on page 11)
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(Continued from page 10)

the client to a shorter time duration than the TOT will stop you from
transmitting long enough to trigger the repeater time-out and disconnecting other users.
So for the most part, EchoLink net operation is much like other repeater
nets - no problems with weak signals, QRN, QSB, foreign broadcast, and
other problems experienced on the HF nets.
I invite you to join us at 8 PM Central Time each Thursday evening. To
connect via the internet using a windows PC, download the step-by-step
Echolink Installation Guide on our website at
https://rvradionetwork.com/EchoLink_Installation.pdf,
or you can use your cellphone by downloading an android or iPhone mobile app from Google Play Store.
73 es I hope to hear you on the net,
K4HM - Hank

Copyright © 2002-2018 EchoLink.org http://www.echolink.org/
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RVs, Ham Radio, and Workamping
By: Selene Montgomery KG4RMT
As an RV owner and ham radio operator, you're already a person who likes to travel, meet new people, and share your hobby when possible. A way to do all three,
and put some funds in your bank account at the same time, is to workamp.
Hank (K4HM) and I are currently workamping at Sandy Shores Campground at Silver Lake, MI. We are in a beautiful location with great employers and co-workers,
and we're working 5-8 hours 5 days per week with the same 2 off days, and plenty
of free time for our hobbies, including ham radio. My duties include office work and
Hank does campsite maintenance as well as a nightly security walk-around when
Quiet Hours start. For 8 hours during 2 days a week, we both take care of the
bathhouse, laundry and pool with hourly housekeeping checks.

Our first workamping job was last fall for 5 weeks at a large Wisconsin farm during
the pumpkin harvest. My job was data entry and shipping dock management.
Hank drove farm vehicles pulling loaded wagons from the fields and he also did
shipping dock management. Our RV was parked next to grain silos with 50 amp
service, a non-potable water source and we had our tanks emptied once a week
from a pump-out service. As here, we had great employers and co-worker, but
certainly a very different
environment than this year.
Workamping opportunities offer many different ways of staying in one spot while
getting compensated for your time and efforts. Jobs are available at campgrounds,
amusement parks, hotels, stores, Amazon distribution centers, farms, roadside
stands (pumpkins, fireworks, Christmas trees), gate-guarding, advertisement
sales, and event kiosks - just to name a few! Depending on the job and location,
benefits may include a free or discounted RV site, salary, uniforms, meals, seasonending bonus, or attraction discounts. If you don't have an RV, there are
workamping opportunities with lodging options. Your job may allow you to stay for
an extended time in a place you like or always wanted to visit, earn a little extra
cash, make new friends and possibly share ham radio with others.
You may find the perfect position for you online by joining Workampers News
https://workamper.com/, or the RVer Job Exchange (powered by Escapees RV
Cub) https://www.escapees.com/benefits/rver-job-exchange/. There are listings
available from employers who are looking for help, with a description of the location, job duties, number of potential hours to be worked, and possible compensation. We found both of our jobs through Workamper News.
There's a couple of other considerations to think about before accepting a position.
Workamping compensation can be taxable, so it's a good idea to discuss that subject with any potential employer. If you earn income in a state other than your
domicile, you may also have to file a tax return for that state. Tax programs, such
as Turbo Tax, or your tax advisor, can help with that chore if needed. Many jobs
are in remote locations so grocery and medical needs may require driving farther
than you're accustomed to.
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FCC is looking for input about allocating space on the 8-meter
band for amateur radio secondary use.
https://www.fcc.gov/ecfs/search/filings?
proceedings_name=INBOX1.401&sort=date_disseminated,DESC&submissiontype_descripti
on=PETITION%20FOR%20RULEMAKING
http://www.arrl.org/news/petition-for-rulemaking-asks-fcc-to-

Solar minimum approaching
www.nature.com/articles/s41598-019-45584-3

Welcome Bob Lewis
Here’s some info from him:
Thank you for the membership information. I've checked in multiple
times on the 7.191 morning net and felt it was time to join the organization with my financial support.
As an outreach of our Facebook group, Amateur Radio RVers, we have a
weekly net on Sunday evenings at 10:00pm ET. It can accessed on the
Quadnet Array via D-Star, DMR, Fusion, and Echolink - all at the same
time. That provides reliable communications for the widest digital audience. This is a relatively new activity for us and hope our net can be an
enhancement to the RV Radio Network.
From Bob Lewis - N8GU - co-net control for the Amateur Radio RVers net.
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Winlink Changes
If you are a US-licensed station that routinely connects to a
foreign gateway, or a non-US-licensed station that connects
with a US gateway, you may be affected by new CMS behavior.
The Winlink CMS now will enforce US Third-Party Message
rules. Because Winlink is being severely criticized for allowing
US client and gateway operators to violate US amateur radio
third-party traffic rules, we are today starting to test automatic
enforcement of these rules. Part 97.3(47), 97.115 and 97.117
apply.
If you attempt to send or receive a third-party message between a US-licensed station and another station the US does
not have a third-party communication agreement with, you
may receive a service message saying the message will violate
the applicable rules and that the message is refused (if you're
sending) or being held at the CMS (if you are receiving). Alternative means to successfully send or receive the message will
be explained. The US has treaties with most countries in the
North and South America, but not most European, Asian and
Pacific countries.
We wish this was not necessary, but we have relied on US client and gateway operators to know the rules and obey
them���and most have ignored them, unfortunately for all
of us. In order to clean up the violations we are taking these
measures to keep US Winlink operators legal. All licensees
have an obligation to study, know, and obey the Amateur Radio Rules. We're doing this to make it easier for US operators
to avoid loosing their licenses! We will be tweaking the behavior of this new mechanism to make it as friendly and informative as it can be. Please bear with us as we make changes.
Thanks and 73, Lor W3QA Winlink Development Team
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May 4, 2019

WD4DGC, John Halley Jr,
Net#22 SK

John J. Halley, Jr., age 80, passed away Saturday, May 4, 2019 in
Bartow.
Born August 10, 1938 in Boston, MA, he was the son of the late John J.
Halley, Sr. and Alice (McConologue) Halley. Mr. Halley was a veteran of
the U.S. Navy and member of the St. Thomas Aquinas Church of
Bartow. He was a 32nd degree Mason, Past Master of Lodge # 318 in
Highland City, a Shriner of Kena Temple in Fairfax, VA and Monarch of
the Lakeland Grotto.
Mr. Halley is survived by his wife of 52 years, Pauline L. Halley of Bartow
and his brother Patrick S. Halley of Bartow.
Condolences to the family at www.whiddenmcleanfuneralhome.com
From the Ledger May 8 to May 9, 2019
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Down memory lane
From the newsletter August 2003
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Condensation in the RV
Breathing (well actually just the exhalation) in the RV, can contribute to condensation. You can see it if the temperature is low enough. (If you’re interested
there’s a calculator http://www.sciencebits.com/ExhaleCondCalc?calc=yes that
figures the rate of condensation per temperatures of the body and the air) But
don’t be fooled, just cause you don’t see it in summer…still happens. Combat
this by opening a window a crack.
Cooking, showering, and coffee pots are obvious sources of evaporation (and
what goes up must come down). Exhaust fans to pull out the hot air and steam.
Cover pots. And consider using the park shower house.
Clothes, towels, shoes etc. drying in the RV- yep where do you think that moisture is going? Hang them outside or if not allowed use the dryer in the laundry
room or a local laundromat. Wool dryer balls may help to dry stuff faster if the
dryer is not efficient.
Sunshine can heat things up…insulate/cover windows using reflective material
is best
To compensate for other factors out of our control (the humidity in the air, etc)
use a moisture absorber. Baking soda, cat litter, calcium chloride, coal/
charcoal, and commercially sold items are available.
Adjust the temperature to decrease the condensation rate (remember that calculator)
Dehumidifier machines to take humidity out of air. Match it to the size of the
RV.
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Practice questions
Who may be the control operator of a station communicating through an amateur satellite or space station?
A. Only an Amateur Extra Class operator
B. A General class or higher licensee who has a satellite operator certification
C. Only an Amateur Extra Class operator who is also an AMSAT member
D. Any amateur whose license privileges allow them to transmit on the satellite
uplink frequency
Which of the following types of feed line has the lowest loss at VHF and UHF?
A. 50-ohm flexible coax
B. Multi-conductor unbalanced cable
C. Air-insulated hard line
D. 75-ohm flexible coax
Which of the following properties is important in estimating whether an RF signal
exceeds the maximum permissible exposure (MPE)?
A. Its duty cycle
B. Its frequency
C. Its power density
D. All of these choices are correct
What characteristic of a cardioid pattern antenna is useful for direction finding?
A. A very sharp peak
B. A very sharp single null
C. Broad band response
D. High-radiation angle

Note...answers will be published in the next issue
see Our member section for information on why.
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H

ms in Action

Following the earthquakes in California July 4 & 5, ARES
activated to assist, helping police communicate and other to get
damage assessments done so repairs were made promptly.
https://www.eham.net/articles/43509

Our Members
Who are the members of the RVRN?
That is what we’ll learn in this column. It may be a featured
member or answers to a question of the quarter. We might
just have pictures, or write ups of a trip that a member sent.
It will be what we the members make it. I am open to suggestions and I need input to help keep this newsletter filled.
Please send me news about your latest trip, the new way
you found to do something in your rig, an interesting contact you made, pictures, or anything else to share with fellow members.

This month’s question: are you coming to the fall rally...and why or why not?
Drop me a line (or 100) msack@verizon.net or tell me
on the nets.
First person to email editor with answer to this question and answers to practice questions gets bragging
rights with name listed in the next issue. First 10 get
entered in a prize drawing to be awarded at the
spring rally. Order of entry is determined by email
time stamp. Prize value $20.
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Marshall & Ann Kiel Granddaughter Update
Natalie was diagnosed as having a
very rare disease called
Kabuki syndrome (not to be confused with Downs Syndrome) This
was a sudden onset during pregnancy and is not hereditary.
Natalie came home Monday
7/29/2019 after some minor throat
surgery and now must get used to
Mom and Dad taking full care of her.
However, this will be a lifelong situation for her. She has shown
herself as a fighter for life and that in itself is a good sign. She
passed her first hurdle when she was diagnosed with something I can't pronounce let alone spell in which about 10% survive at birth. She is now 2 months old and is doing much better. As she grows, issues may come up... or not. Children with
this diagnosis often grow up nearly "normal" so as mentioned
previously, time will tell. She will be OK and will learn to overcome her obstacles as time goes on. Prayers are always welcome.
His daughter Kim’s Facebook page for info & updates
https://www.facebook.com/kimkiel2015

A group of people have established an account to help fund
medical bills and loss of income they have acquired. GoFundMe
account.
https://www.gofundme.com/f/team-natalie-support-for-thekiel-family
Editor’s note
Kabuki syndrome though rare can affects many various systems in the body.
For more information here are some websites:
https://rarediseases.org/rare-diseases/kabuki-syndrome/
https://www.kennedykrieger.org/patient-care/conditions/kabuki-syndrome
https://www.allthingskabuki.org/
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Membership
https://rvradionetwork.com/membership.php
or fill out form below

The RV Radio Network
2019/2020 Membership / Renewal Application
31 May 2019—01 June 2020
Name: _________________________________ Call: ____________________ Net #: _______________

Spouse: ________________________________ Call: ______________________________
Address: _______________________________ City: ______________________________
State: ______Zip: _____________________ ARRL (Y) (N)
Phone: (Home) ____________________________ (Cell) ______________________________________
Email: ______________________________________________________________________________
(All Newsletters are Emailed )
New Membership: $14.00 Signature: ___________________________________________________
Renewal Membership: $12.00 Make checks payable to: RV Radio Network

Mail to: Marshall Kiel KF9SU
1401 Parkview Dr
Tomah, WI 54660-1067

Membership renewals are always accepted.
Members may check their status at the website.
If you pay by PayPal, it is faster, safer and also
saves a stamp. The RVRN pays the fee for the
service A Win-Win for all of us.

Whoooooo Gets What …
News, photos & Bios, Michelle N3YRZ (Editor)
Dues: New: $14
Renewal: $12
Decal Orders:($1.00 each)
Marshall KF9SU
1401 Parkview Dr
Tomah, WI 54660-1067
Changes (Address, Roster & Net Info): Marshall KF9SU
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RV Radio
Network

Net Manager:
Pat Ryan N9JIX
4728 S Co. Rd. C
Superior WI 54880-8527
n9hnw@aol.com
Newsletter Editor:
Michelle Sack N 3YRZ
PO Box 1182
Waldorf, MD 20604
msack@verizon.net

The Network News is published four times a year (approximately Feb, May, Aug and Nov) by
The RV Radio Network for the use and enjoyment of its mem-bers. News items should be sent
to the Editor by the first of the month preceding the publication date.
Technical items included in the Network News is for your information only. They have not
been tested by the RVRN officers or staff. The RV Radio Network accepts no legal responsibility for such information and cannot guarantee the article will pertain to your situa-tion.
The Network News invites you to share your hints, tips and articles of information with fellow
members. Send to editor by US mail or E-mail with your contact information. Additional updated news is available on the RVRN web site: www.RVRadioNetwork.com

RV Radio Nets
HF Net We invite all Amateur Radio Operators with an appropriate
FCC license to participate in our nightly net on 7265 KHz. at 7:00

Friends Keeping In Touch via
Amateur Radio and RV’s

rvradionetwork.com

PM Central Time (15 minutes earlier in winter months.)
Our Net Control Operators KA2HPG, KJ4TD, N0AZA, K5WWT, and
K5TGS welcome you. We are always looking for Alternate NCOs. If
you would like to be an alternate NCO please contact our Communications Manager - Fred, KA2HPG.

EchoLink Net Each Thursday @ 8:00 PM Central Time on the

W3TOM-R Echolink Repeater. We now have a weekly net available to

ANY Amateur Radio Operator (technician class or higher). Echolink
makes it possible to participate in an "On-The-Air" radio net even if
you don't have a radio. We thank fellow RVRN member Tom,
W3TOM, for supporting this net on his Echolink repeater. Alternate
W9YT-R

Leave Laughing
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